Professional Validation: Project Title

**Client Organisation Category:** Non-profit, public sector, commercial, academic, NGO  
**Project category:** Professional commercial / Professional non-profit

How would you describe your organisation’s connection with the entrant in this project?

Which department/s collaborated with the design team / organisation / student (if applicable)?

Who were the main stakeholders from your organisation involved in the project? Please list the number of people and their specific roles in the organisation but not names (e.g. 1 CEO, 2 Project Managers and 4 junior associates from the finance department).

Please include a comment about the impact of the project:

**Anonymity:** Please keep the information above this line anonymous; do not include your name, organisation name or the names of anyone you worked with specifically. Thank you very much!

I hereby verify that the information contained within the entrant’s 1 page summary and 5-page report on this project are correct and may be shared with the public.

Any confidential information, which should not be shared with the public, has been highlighted and explicitly mentioned within the 5-page report. This will only be viewed by the Service Design Award jury and will not be published. The jury will not communicate this information outside of judging sessions.

Signature:

Name:  
Job title:  
Email:  
Organisation Address: